
Chapter 1

Futures contracts

1.1 Forwards: Alternative derivation of formula

Spot transaction

� Price agreed to.

� Price paid/received.

� Item exchanged.

Prepaid forward contract

� Price agreed to.

� Price paid/received.

� Item exchanged in T�years.

Forward contract

� Price agreed to

� Price paid/received in T�years.

� Item exchanged in T�years.

A forward contract has two risks: market risk and credit risk. The market risk is related with the
volatility of the asset price. The credit risk is related with the solvency of each party.

1.1.1 Futures: De�nition

A future contract is a standardized agreement in which two counterparts agree to buy/sell an asset for a
speci�ed price at a speci�ed period. The buyer in the future contract is said to be in long position (LP) on
futures.
The seller in the future contract is said to be in short position (SP) on futures. The main reasons to

enter into a future contract are hedging and speculation.

Di¤erence between forwards and futures

Recall forward contracts are privately negotiated and are not standardized. Forward contracts are entirely
�exible. Forward contracts are tailor�made contracts.
Futures contracts are standardized instruments and FC have clearing houses that guarantee the transactions,
which drastically lowers the probability of default to almost never.
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The speci�c details concerning settlement and delivery are quite distinct

Futures contracts are marked-to-market daily or weekly, settlement for futures can occur over a range
of dates.
A clearing house is an agency or separate corporation of a futures exchange responsible for settling trad-

ing accounts, clearing trades, collecting and maintaining margin monies, regulating delivery and reporting
trading data. Clearinghouses act as third parties to all futures and options contracts - as a buyer to every
clearing member seller and a seller to every clearing member buyer. Like forward contracts, futures contracts
are contracts for deferred delivery. But, unlike forward contracts, futures contracts are marked to market
daily or weekly. Consider �corresponding�forward and futures contracts:

� Same underlying asset.

� Delivery date in two days.

� The contracts are identical except:

� i) Forward contract is settled at maturity.

� ii) Futures contract is settled daily.

� Forward ignore taxes, transaction costs, and the treatment of margins.

1.2 Forward prices & futures prices

Example: Suppose we have for T = 2:
Day 0: G(0; 0; 2) = 20 SAR
Day 1: G(0; 1; 2) = 10 SAR with a 50% probability and G(0; 1; 2) = 30 SAR with a 50% probability
Day 2: G(0; 2; 2) = S2 since the futures contract terminates.
Suppose that the interest rate is a constant 10% (e¤ective per day).
If on day 1 G(0; 1; 2) = 10 SAR, the P&L of the buyer is G(0; 1; 2) � G(0; 0; 2) = �10 SAR. She (He)

would borrow this amount at r = 10% and have to repay 11 SAR on day 2.
If on day 1 G(0; 1; 2) = 30 SAR, the P&L of the buyer is = G(0; 1; 2)�G(0; 0; 2) = 10 SAR. She (He)

would invest this amount at r = 10% and have 11 SAR on day 2.
Since there is a 50% chance of paying interest of 1 SAR and a 50% chance of earning interest of 1 SAR,

there is no expected bene�t from marking to market on day 1.
Since futures contract o¤ers no bene�t as compared to the forward contract F (0; 0; T ) = G(0; 0; T ).
Now suppose that the interest rate is not constant. Suppose that r = 12% on day 1 if G(0; 1; 2) = 30

SAR and r = 8% on day 1 if G(0; 1; 2) = 10 SAR.
If on day 1 G(0; 1; 2) = 10 SAR then the P&L of the buyer is G(0; 1; 2) � G(0; 0; 2) = �10 SAR. She

(He) would borrow this amount at r = 8% and have to repay 10:8 SAR on day 2.
If on day 1 G(0; 1; 2) = 30 SAR then the P&L of the buyer is G(0; 1; 2)�G(0; 0; 2) = 10 SAR. She (He)

would invest this amount at r = 12% and have 11:2 SAR on day 2.
Now there is an expected gain from marking to market = (50%� 0:12� 50%� 0:08) = 0:02 SAR.
Since the futures contract o¤ers a bene�t as compared to the forward contract, G(0; 0; T ) must exceed

F (0; 0; T ).
Now suppose that the interest rate is not constant. Suppose that r = 8% on day 1 if G(0; 1; 2) = 30 SAR

and r = 12% on day 1 if G(0; 1; 2) = 10 SAR.
If on day 1 G(0; 1; 2) = 10 SAR then the P&L of the buyer is G(0; 1; 2) � G(0; 0; 2) = �10 SAR. She

(He) would borrow this amount at r = 12% and have to repay 11:2 SAR on day 2.
If on day 1 G(0; 1; 2) = 30 SAR then the P&L of the buyer is G(0; 1; 2)�G(0; 0; 2) = 10 SAR. She (He)

would invest this amount at r = 8% and have 10:8 SAR on day 2.
Now there is an expected P&L from marking to market = (50%� 0:08� 50%� 0:12) = �0:02 SAR.
Since the futures contract produces a loss as compared to the forward contract, F (0; 0; T ) must exceed

G(0; 0; T ).
With this reasoning situations:
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1. G(0; 0; T ) = F (0; 0; T ) when interest rates are uncorrelated with the futures price.

2. G(0; 0; T ) � F (0; 0; T ) when interest rates are positively correlated with the futures price.

3. G(0; 0; T ) � F (0; 0; T ) when interest rates are negatively correlated with the futures price.

Stock index futures contracts

� Stock index: a weighted average of the prices of a selected number of stocks.

� Underlying: the portfolio of stocks comprising the index.

� Stock index futures contracts are heavily traded

� Examples of stock indices (futures exchanges):

� S&P/TSX Canada 60 Index (ME)

� S&P500 Composite Index (CME)

�NYSE Composite Index (NYFE)

1.3 Where you buy and/or sell futures contracts

Futures are bought and sold in organized futures exchanges. The biggest future exchanges are:

� South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX)

� China Financial Futures Exchange (CFFEX)

� Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE)

� International Petroleum Exchange of London

� New York Mercantile Exchange

� London Metal Exchange

� Tokyo Commodity Exchange

� Hong Kong Futures Exchange (HKFE)

� Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX)

� Turkish Derivatives Exchange (TURDEX)

� Agricultural Futures Exchange of Thailand (AFET)

� Mercado Español de Futuros Financieros (MEFF)

� ICE Futures Europe, formerly London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE)

Futures. Examples of underlying assets on which futures contracts are traded.

Category Description
Stock index S&P 500 index, Euro Stoxx 50 index, Nikkei 225,

Dow-Jones Industrials, Dax, NASDAQ, Russell 2000,
S&P Sectors (healthcare, utilities, technology)

Interest rate 30-year U.S. Treasury bond, 10-year U.S. Treasury notes,
Fed funds rate, Euro-Bund, Euro-Bobl, LIBOR, Euribor

Foreign Euro, Japanese yen, British pound, Swiss franc,
exchange Australian dollar, Canadian dollar, Korean won
Commodity Oil, natural gas, gold, silver, copper, aluminum, corn,

wheat, lumber, hogs, cattle, milk
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Futures transactions in the USA are regulated by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC),
an agency of the USA government. The clearinghouse matches the purchases and the sales which take
place during the day. By matching trades, the clearinghouse never takes market risk because it always has
o¤setting positions with di¤erent counterparts. By having the clearinghouse as counterpart, an individual
entering a future contract does not face the possible credit risk of its counterpart.

1.3.1 Determination of forward and futures prices

Notations:

1. t present time F0 or F (0; T ) the delivery price.

2. T expiration date of forward delivery (maturity).

3. St, ST the underlying prices at time t and T .

4. ft the value of the forward contrat at time t.

5. F (t; T ) forward price at time t (which matures at T ).

6. r the continuously risk-free interest rate at time t for investment of horizon T .

7. q dividend rate on the underlying

Intuitively the froward price has the form

F (t; T ) = Fonction(t; T; r; q; St;K)

But the Fonction is unknown !

Arbitrage principle

The case where r is not random
For non-dividends paying stock. If F (t; T ) > Ster(T�t) then, the arbitrageur choose the following strategy:

� Takes short position on the forward/futures at the price F (t; T ) for maturity T . The corresponding
payo¤ is is F (t; T )� ST ,

� Borrows the amount St with the rate r. The corresponding payo¤ is given by Ster(T�t),

� Takes a short position on the stock by buying one share of the asset at the price St in order to
compensate the risk of the forward/futures contrat. The payo¤ of this position is ST when selling the
share at tile T .

At maturity date T , the broker gets a net pro�t equal to F (t; T )� Ster(T�t).
Now, if F (t; T ) < Ster(T�t) then the broker choose the following strategy:

� long a forward/futures at the price F (t; T ) maturing at time T . The payo¤ is ST � F (t; T ),

� Short sell one share of the asset St, in order to buy it at expiration date. The payo¤ is �ST ,

� Invest in bank the amount St with the rate r. The payo¤ is �Ster(T�t)

At expiration date T , the broker ends up a pro�t equal Ster(T�t) � F (t; T ).

Therefore the fair price is then F (t; T ) = Ster(T�t):
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Pricing of Forwards et Futures for investment assets

Asset For / Fut price C. V. at t

Non-dividends S0e
rT St �

F0
er(T�t)

Return with P.V. I (S0 � I) erT St � It �
F0

er(T�t)

Return with rate q S0e
(r�q)T St

eq(T�t)
� F0
er(T�t)

where F0 = F (0; T ) for ease of notations is the delivery price which is given by the second column.

Futures and forward contrats on currency We can assimilate the foreign currencies as assets paying
dividends with the rate q = rf which representes the exchange rate of the currency at time T .

F (t; T ) = Ste
(r�rf )(T�t)

If this formula is not satis�ed then there will be arbitrage opportunities.

Futures on consumable assets By consumable assets we mean asset which can be consumed, such as
commodities, raw materials in industrial products (gold, copper, oil, etc.) or products food (wheat, oil,
cocoa, sugar, co¤ee, etc).
For this kind of asset we must consider the costs of carry or warehousing that includes rent. The arbitrage

relationship between the futures price and the current price of the asset is given

F (t; T ) = Ste
(c�y)(T�t)

8<: c = r non-dividends
c = r � q with dividends
c = r + u cost of carry

where c is the cost of carry and y is the convenience yield. This parameter re�ects the market�s expectations
concerning the future availability of the commodity.

Forwards: Alternative derivation of formula

Forward price when the underlying asset provides a known yield q: Fp(0; t; T ) = Ste�q(T�t):
Fp(0; t; T ) equals the investment required in the asset at time t (today) that will yield one unit of the

asset in T�years when physical delivery occurs.
e�q(T�t) units of the asset will grow to e�q(T�t) � eq(T�t) = 1�unit of the asset in T�years, assuming

that the income provided by the asset is reinvested in the asset.
e�q(T�t) units of the asset cost Ste�q(T�t) today (at time t).

F (0; t; T ) = Fp(0; t; T )e
r(T�t) = Ste

(r�q)(T�t)

A forward contract allows the long position to delay payment for T�years and requires the short position to
delay receipt. The long position can earn interest on the cash that would otherwise have been paid.
The short position foregoes this interest. The forward price (which is arrived at by multiplying the prepaid
forward price, equal to Ste�q(T�t) by er(T�t) compensates the SP for the delay.

1.4 Futures and hedging

An airline company may want to hedge its bets against an unexpected increase in jet fuel prices. Its traders
will therefore seek to enter into a futures contract to lock in a purchase price closer to today�s prices for jet
fuel.
They may buy a futures contract agreeing to buy 1 million gallons of JP-8 fuel, taking delivery 90 days

in the future, at a price of 3 dollars per gallon.
Someone else naturally wants to ensure they have a steady market for fuel.
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They also want to protect themselves against an unexpected decline in fuel prices, so they will gladly
enter into either a futures contract.
In this example, both parties are hedgers, rather than speculators.
They are turning to the futures market as a way to manage their exposure to risk, rather than make

money o¤ of the deal directly.

1.4.1 Futures: Arbitrage trade

There are also people who seek to make money o¤ of changes in the price of the contract itself, when bought
or sold to other investors.
Naturally, if the price of fuel rises, the contract itself becomes more valuable, and the owner of that

contract could, if it chose, sell that contract for someone else who is willing to pay more for it.
It may make sense for another airline to pay 10 cents per gallon for a contract to save 20 cents. And

so there is a lively and relatively liquid market for these contracts, and they are bought and sold daily on
exchanges.
Example: The S&P 500 Futures Contract

Speci�cations for the S&P500 index futures contract
Underlying S&P 500 index
Where traded Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Size 250 � S&P 500 index
Months March, June, September, December

Trading ends
Business day prior to determination
of settlement price

Settlement
Cash-settled, based up on opening price of
S&P500 on third Friday of expiration month

The S&P 500 futures contract has the S&P 500 stock index as the underlying asset. Futures on individual
stocks have recently begun trading in the United States. The notional value, or size, of the contract is the
dollar value of the assets underlying one contract. In this case it is by de�nition 250$� 1300 = 325; 000:12
The S&P 500 is an example of a cash-settled contract: Instead of settling by actual delivery of the underlying
stocks, the contract calls for a cash payment that equals the pro�t or loss as if the contract were settled by
delivery of the underlying asset.
On the expiration day, the S&P 500 futures contract is marked-to-market against the actual cash index.

This �nal settlement against the cash index guarantees that the futures price equals the index value at
contract expiration. It is easy to see why the S&P 500 is cash-settled. A physical settlement process would
call for delivery of 500 shares (or some large subset thereof ) in the precise percentage they make up the
S&P 500 index. This basket of stocks would be expensive to buy and sell. Cash settlement is an inexpensive
alternative.

1.4.2 Margins and Marking to Market

Let us explore the logistics of holding a futures position. Suppose the futures price is 1100 and you wish to
acquire a 2.2 million US $ position in the S&P500 index. The notional value of one contract is 250� 1100 =
275000: this represents the amount you are agreeing to pay at expiration per futures contract. To go long
2.2 million USA $ of the index, you would enter into 2:2million=0:275million = 8 long futures contracts.
The notional value of eight contracts is 8� 250� 1100 = 2000� 1100 = 2:2 million $.
The margin on the S&P500 contract has generally been less than the 10% we assume in this example.

See Excel sheets for practice
Example: some common futures

1. Crude oil futures trade in units of 1000 U.S. barrels (42,000 gallons). The underlying is a US barrel.
The notional amount is 1000 barrels. The current price is $70 per barrel. Hence, the current value of
a future contract on crude oil is $70000.
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2. S&P500 future contracts trade on 250 units of the index. They are cash settled. At expiration time,
instead of a sale, one of the future counterpart receive a payment according with S&P500 spot price
at expiration. The current price of S&P500 is 1500. The current value of a future contract on S&P500
is (250)(1500) = $375000.

Suppose that two parties agree in a future contact for crude oil for delivery in 18 months. The contract
is worth $70000. Usually future positions are settled into the margin account either every day or every week.
By every day we mean every day which the market is open. Let us suppose that a clearinghouse settles
accounts daily.
Suppose that the annual continuously compounded interest rate is r. Every day, the pro�t or loss is

calculated on the investor�s futures position. If there exists a loss, the investor�s broker transfers that
amount from the investor�s margin account to the clearinghouse. If a pro�t, the clearinghouse transfers that
amount to investor�s broker who then deposits it into the investor�s margin account. The pro�t for a long
position in a future contract is

Mt�(1=365) � (exp(r=365)� 1) +N(St � St�(1=365)):

where Mt�(1=365) is the yesterday�s balance in the margin account, N is the notional amount, St is the
current price, St�(1=365) is the yesterday price. Hence, after the settlement, the balance in the investor�s
(buyer) margin account is

Mt =Mt�(1=365) � exp(r=365) +N(St � St�(1=365)):

The pro�t for a short position in a future contract is

Mt�(1=365) � (1� exp(r=365)) +N(St�(1=365) � St):

Marking�to�market is to calculate the value of a future contract according with the current value of the
asset.
On July 5, 2007, ABC enters a long future contract for 1,000 U.S. barrels of oil at $71.6 per barrel. The

margin account is 50% of the market value of the futures�underlier. The annual continuously compounded
rate of return is 6%.
(i) On July 6, 2007, the price of oil is $70.3. What is the balance in ABC�s margin account after settlement?
(ii) On July 7, 2007, the price of oil is $72.1.
What is the balance in ABC�s margin account after settlement?

Solution: (i) The initial balance in ABC�s margin account is 0:50� 1000� 71:6 = 35800:
The balance in ABC�s margin account on July 6, 2007, after settlement, is

Mt�(1=365) exp(r=365) +N(St � St�(1=365))

= (35800) exp(0:06=365) + (1000)(70:3� 71:6) = 35105:89:

Since the price of the oil decreases, the value of having 1000 barrels in 18 months decreases.
Solution: (ii) The balance in ABC�s margin account on July 6, 2007, after settlement, is

Mt�(1=365) exp(r=365) +N(St � St�(1=365))

= (35105:89) exp(0:06=365) + (1000)(72:1� 70:3)

= 35711:56:

Notice that this balance is di¤erent from

(35800) exp(0:06(2=365)) + (1000)(72:1� 71:6) = 36311:77:

In the �rst day, ABC�s account balance was smaller. So, ABC lost interest because the drop on price on
July 6, 2007.
If the balance in the margin account falls the clearinghouse has less protection against default. Investors

are required to keep the margin account to a minimum level. This level is a fraction of the initial margin.
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The maintenance margin is the fraction of the initial margin which participants are asked to hold in their
accounts. If the balance in the margin account falls below this level, an investor�s broker will require the
investor to deposit funds su¢ cient to restore the balance to the initial margin level. Such a demand is called
a margin call. If an investor fail to the deposit, the investor�s broker will immediately liquidate some or all
of the investor�s positions. A company enters into a short futures contract to sell 100000 pounds of frozen
orange juice for $1.4 cents per pound. The initial margin is 30% and the maintenance margin is 20%. The
annual e¤ective rate of interest is 4.5%. The account is settled every week. What is the minimum next week
price which would lead to a margin call?
Solution: The initial balance in the margin account is

(0:30)� (100000)� (1:4) = 42000:

The minimum balance in the margin account is

(0:20)� (100000)� (1:4) = 28000:

After settlement next week balance is

42000(1:045)1=52 + 100000(1:4� S1=52):

A margin call happens if

28000 > 42000(1:045)1=52 + 100000(1:4� S1=52);

or

S1=52 > 1:4� 28000� 42000(1:045)
1=52

100000
= 1:540355672:

Advantages of futures versus forwards

The two main advantages of futures versus forwards are liquidity and counter�party risk. It is much easier
to cancel before expiration a future contract than a forward contract. Since the trade is made against a
clearinghouse, a participant does face credit risk. At the same time, the margin and the marking to market
reduces the default risk.

Di¤erence between forward and futures contracts

Forward Futures
Standardized contract
(delivery date, quality, quantity)

No Yes

Traded in primary market
standardized exchanges

O-T-C Yes

Credit risk (default risk) Yes No
Settlement Maturity Daily or Weekly
Clearinghouse No Yes
Margin requirement No Yes
Transaction cost High Low
Regulations No Yes

1.4.3 Using forward and futures for hedging

Consider a company ABC based in USA which importes goods from Germany

ABC Oulay Portefolio Maturity forward price
ABC 10 Millions e long forward 3 months 1.1503

The forward price agreed to pay 11.503 Millions $. If at the end of 3 months the exchange spot rate is 1.1400,
without hedging the outlay will be 11.400 Millions $ which is less than 11.503 Millions $. But if exchange
spot rate is 1.17, the 10 Millions e worth 11.7 millions $ the company ABC will regret no hedging.
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Oil : Hedging a short position on the stock.

Assume that an oil producer sign a contrat with physical settlement of 1 Million barrels of oil to deliver
on July 25, 2016 with the (spot price). This corresponds to short the stock.
Remark that each decrease of the price by one cent leads to a loss of 10000$.

Question how to mange or reduce this risk

Oil : Hedging a short position on the stock.

Answer : Go the Futures market (NYMEX) and short a futures contract on 1 Million barrels
for July 25, 2016.

In the standards of oil each contract contains 1000 barrels.

Strategy Spot at time 0 futures price Spot at time T Payo¤

1000 SP 41$ 39$

�
44$
36$

�
�5$
+3$

SP symb S0 F0 ST F0 � ST

The payo¤ of the global position is = 1 �M(F0 � ST ) + 1 �MST = 1 �MF0

Copper: Hedging a long position on the stock.

A company needs copper for his industry process and should buy 100000 pounds of copper on June 15, 2016.
This company signs a contrat with physical delivery to buy copper from a producer but with the spot price.
Remark that each increase of the price by one cent leads to a loss of 10000$.

Question how to mange or reduce this risk ?
Copper: Hedging a long position on the stock.

Answer : Go to the Futures market (COMEX) and long 4 futures contract on copper for June
15, 2016.
For copper each contract contains 25000 pounds.

Strategy Spot at 0 futures price Spot at T Payo¤

4 LP 168 cent 150 cent
�
160 cent
140 cent

�
10 cent
�10 cent

LP symb S0 F0 ST ST � F0

The payo¤ of the global position is = 25M(ST � F0)� 25MST = �25MF0

Using futures or forward for arbitrage trade

Consider once again the futures contract where the underlying asset is ABC. Moreover assume that:
1. In the spot market the asset ABC is selling for 1000 SAR
2. Asset XYZ pays the holder (with certainty) 120 SAR per year in four quarterly payments of 30 SAR, and
the next quarterly payment is exactly 3 months from now.
3. The futures contract requires delivery 3 months from now.
4. The current 3-month interest rate at which funds can be loaned or borrowed is 2% per year.
Suppose that an investor or a broker suggests to buy a futures contract for 1008 SAR with cash delivery

in 3 months.
Consider the following strategy:

1. Short futures: Sell the futures contract at 1010 SAR.

2. Borrow 1000 for 3 months at 2% per year.
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3. Purchase an unit of the asset ABC at the market for S0 = 1000.

At maturity (in 3 months):

1. Sell one unit of the asset for S3months.

2. Settle the futures contract for 1010� S3months. This to positions leads to a cash of 1010 SAR.

3. Repay the loan which sum-up to 1000� (1 + 2=4� 0; 005) = 1005.

This strategy ends up with a pro�t = 5 SAR without risk and without initial investment.



Chapter 2

Options

2.1 Introduction and motivations

We have seen that forward and futures contract are binding contract, a forward/futures contract obligates
the buyer (the holder of the long position) to pay the forward price at expiration, even if the value of the un-
derlying asset at expiration is less than the forward price. Because losses are possible with a forward/futures
contract, it is natural to wonder: Could there be a contract where the buyer has the right to walk away from
the deal?
The answer is yes; a call option is a contract where the buyer has the right to buy, but not the obligation

to buy.

2.1.1 Learning objectives

� Understand how call and put options are used and how they are priced

� Examine the instruments traded on the options market

� Understand how options can be used for either risk management or for speculative purposes

2.2 Call options

2.2.1 De�nitions and examples

De�nition. A �nancial option contract gives its owner the right (but not the obligation) to purchase or sell
an asset at a �xed price at some future date.
An option is a �nancial instrument like a stock or bond, an option is a derivative security. It is also a

non�binding contract with strictly de�ned terms and properties.
Here is an example illustrating how a call option works at expiration.

Example 1. Suppose that the call buyer agrees to pay $1020 for the ABC index in 6 months but is not
obligated to do so. (The buyer has purchased a call option.)If in 6 months the ABC price is $1100, the buyer
will pay $1020 and receive the index. This leads to a payo¤ of $80 per unit of the index. If the ABC price
is $900, the buyer walks away, hence his payo¤ is 0.

Remark 2. From the seller�s point of view the buyer is in control of the option, deciding when to buy the
index by paying $1020. Thus, the rights of the option buyer are obligations for the option seller.

Example 3. If in 6 months the ABC price is $1100, the seller will receive $1020 and give up an index worth
more, for a loss of $80 per unit of the index. If the ABC price is less than $1020, the buyer will not buy, so
the seller has no obligation. Thus, at expiration, the seller will have a payo¤ that is zero (if the ABC price
is less than $1020) or negative (if the ABC price is greater than $1020).

11
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2.3 Di¤erent type of options

Two distinct kinds of option contracts exist: call options and put options. A call option gives the owner
the right to buy the asset;a put option gives the owner the right to sell the asset. Because an option is a
contract between two parties, for every owner of a �nancial option, there is also an option writer, the person
who takes the other side of the contract.
Initial payment is necessary Because the buyer can decide whether to buy, the seller cannot make money

at expiration. This situation suggests that the seller must get something to enter into the contract in the
�rst place. At the time the buyer and seller agree to the contract, the buyer must pay the seller an initial
price, the premium. This initial payment compensates the seller for being at a disadvantage at expiration
.Contrast this with a forward/futures contract, for which the initial premium is zero

Example 4. The most commonly encountered option contracts are options on shares of stock. A stock
option gives the holder the option to buy or sell a share of stock on or before a given date for a given price.
For example, a call option on 3M Corporation stock might give the holder the right to purchase a share of 3M
for $75 per share at any time up to, for example, July 19, 2016.Similarly, a put option on 3M stock might
give the holder the right to sell a share of 3M stock for $50 per share at any time up to, say, June 16, 2016.

2.4 Option Terminology

Here are some key terms used to describe options:

1. Strike price: The strike price, or exercise price, of a call option is what the buyer pays for the asset.
In the example above, the strike price was $1020. The strike price can be set at any value.

2. Exercise: The exercise of a call option is the act of paying the strike price to receive the asset. In the
abode example, the buyer decided after 6 months whether to exercise the option�that is, whether to
pay $1020 (the strike price) to receive the ABC index.

3. Expiration: The expiration of the option is the date by which the option must either be exercised or
it becomes worthless. The option in previous example had an expiration of 6 months.

4. The (owner) buyer of a call option is called the option call holder. The holder of a call option is
said to have a long call position.

5. The seller of a call option is called the option call writer.

6. The writer of a call is said to have a short call position. Assets used in call options are in commodities,
currency exchange, stock shares and stock indices.

7. A call option needs to specify the type and quality of the underlying. The asset used in the call
option is called the underlier or underlying asset.

8. Notional: The amount of the underlying asset to which the call option applies is called the notional
amount.

9. Exercise style: The exercise style of the option governs the time at which exercise can occur. In the
above example, exercise could occur only at expiration. Such an option is said to be a European�style
option.

10. If the buyer has the right to exercise at any time during the life of the option, it is an American�style
option.

11. If the buyer can only exercise during speci�ed periods, but not for the entire life of the option, the
option is a Bermudan�style option.
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The terms �European�and �American�, have nothing to do with geography. European, American, and
Bermudan options are bought and sold worldwide.
An European call option gives the owner of the call the right, but not the obligation, to buy the underlying

asset on the expiration date by paying the strike price. The option described in two examples above is a
6�month European�style ABC call with a strike price of $1020.The buyer of the call can also be described
as having a long position in the call.

2.5 Payo¤ and Pro�t for options

2.5.1 Payo¤ and Pro�t for a purchased call option
We can graph call options as we did forward contracts. The buyer is not obligated to buy the index, and
hence will only exercise the option if the payo¤ is greater than zero. The algebraic expression for the payo¤
to a purchased call is therefore

Purchased call payo¤= max(spot price at expiration � strike price; 0) (2.1)

The expression max(a; b) means take the greater of the two values a and b.

Example 5. Consider a call option on the ABC index with 6 months to expiration and a strike price of
$1000.Suppose the index in 6 months is $1100. Clearly it is worthwhile to pay the $1000 strike price to
acquire the index worth $1100.Using the equation (2.1), the call payo¤ is

max($1100� $1000; 0) = $100

If the index is $900 at expiration, it is not worthwhile paying the $1000 strike price to buy the index
worth $900. The payo¤ is then

max($900� $1000; 0) = $0

See the link for more information:
http://www.cboe.com/delayedquote/quotetable.aspx?ticker=SPX
Notice that the payo¤ does not take account of the initial cost of acquiring the position. For a purchased

option, the premium is paid at the time the option is acquired. In computing pro�t at expiration, suppose
we defer the premium payment; then by the time of expiration we accrue 6 months�interest on the premium.
The option pro�t is computed as

Purchased call pro�t = max(spot price at expiration� strike price; 0)
�future value of option premium (2.2)

Example illustrating the computation of the pro�t Use the same option as before, and suppose that the
risk�free rate is 2% over 6 months. Assume that the index spot price is $1000 and that the premium for this
call is $93.81.Hence, the future value of the call premium is

$93:81� 1:02 = $95:68:

If the ABC index price at expiration is $1100, the owner will exercise the option. Using equation (2.2), the
call pro�t is

max($1100� $1000; 0)� $95:68 = $4:32:

If the index is $900 at expiration, the owner does not exercise the option. It is not worthwhile paying the
$1000 strike price to buy the index worth $900.The Pro�t is then

max($900� $1000; 0)� $95:68 = �$95:68

re�ecting the loss of the premium.
We graph the call payo¤by computing, for any index price at expiration, the payo¤ on the option position

as a function of the price. We graph the call pro�t by subtracting from this the future value of the option
premium.
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Payo¤ and pro�t after 6 months from a purchased $1000�strike ABC call option with a future value of
premium of $95.68. The option premium is assumed to be $93.81 and the e¤ective interest rate is 2% over
6 months. The payo¤ is computed using equation (2.1), and the pro�t using equation (2.2).

The payo¤ at expiration of a purchased ABC call with a $1000 strike price.

Pro�t at expiration for purchase of a 6-month ABC index call with a strike price of $1000 versus pro�t
on a long ABC index forward position.
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2.5.2 Payo¤ and Pro�t for a Written Call Option

Now, let us look at the option from the point of view of the seller.
The seller is said to be the option writer, or to have a short position in a call option.
The option writer is the counterparty to the option buyer.
The writer receives the premium for the option and then has an obligation to sell the underlying security

in exchange for the strike price if the option buyer exercises the option.
The payo¤ and pro�t to a written call are just the opposite of those for a purchased call:

Written call payo¤= �max(spot price at expiration � strike price; 0)

and

Written call pro�t = �max(spot price at expiration � strike price; 0)
+future value of option premium (2.3)

The following example illustrates the option writer�s payo¤ and pro�t. Just as a call buyer is long in the
call, the call seller has a short position in the call.

Example 6. Consider a $1000�strike call option on the ABC index with 6 months to expiration. At the
time the option is written, the option seller receives the premium of $93.81.
Suppose the index in 6 months is $1100. It is worthwhile for the option buyer to pay the $1000 strike price
to acquire the index worth $1100.
Thus, the option writer will have to sell the index, worth $1100, for the strike price of $1000. Using equation
(??), the written call payo¤ is

�max($1100� $1000; 0) = �$100

The premium has earned 2% interest for 6 months and is now worth $95.68. Pro�t for the written call is

�$100 + $95:68 = �$4:32
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If the index is $900 at expiration, it is not worthwhile for the option buyer to pay the $1000 strike price to
buy the index worth $900. The payo¤ is then

�max($900� $1000; 0) = $0:

The option writer keeps the premium, for a pro�t after 6 months of

$95:68:

Pro�t for the writer of a 6-month ABC call with a strike of $1000 versus pro�t for a short ABC forward.

2.6 Put options

2.6.1 De�nitions and examples

We introduced a call option by comparing it to a forward contract in which the buyer need not buy the
underlying asset if it is worth less than the agreed-to purchase price. Perhaps you wondered if there could
also be a contract in which the seller could walk away if it is not in his or her interest to sell. The answer is
yes.
De�nition. A put option is a contract where the seller has the right to sell, but not the obligation. Here

is an example to illustrate how a put option works.

Example 7. Suppose that the seller agrees to sell the ABC index for $1020 in 6 months but is not obligated
to do so. (The seller has purchased a put option.) If in 6 months the ABC price is $1100, the seller will not
sell for $1020 and will walk away. If the ABC price is $900, the seller will sell for $1020 and will earn $120
at that time.

Remark 8. A put must have a premium for the same reason a call has a premium. The buyer of the put
controls exercise; hence the seller of the put will never have a positive payo¤ at expiration. A premium paid
by the put buyer at the time the option is purchased compensates the put seller for this no-win position.

2.6.2 Payo¤ and Pro�t for a Purchased Put Option

We now see how to compute payo¤ and pro�t for a purchased put option. The put option gives the put
buyer the right to sell the underlying asset for the strike price. The buyer does this only if the asset is less
valuable than the strike price. Thus, the payo¤ on the put option is

Put option payo¤= max (strike price � spot price at expiration; 0) (2.4)
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The put buyer has a long position in the put.

Example 9. Consider a put option on the ABC index with 6 months to expiration and a strike price of
$1000. Suppose the index in 6 months is $1100. It is not worthwhile to sell the index worth $1100 for the
$1000 strike price. Using equation (2.4), the put payo¤ is

max($1000� $1100; 0) = $0

If the index were 900 at expiration, it is worthwhile selling the index for $1000. The payo¤ is then

max($1000� $900; 0) = $100

As with the call, the payo¤ does not take account of the initial cost of acquiring the position. At the
time the option is acquired, the put buyer pays the option premium to the put seller; we need to account for
this in computing pro�t. If we borrow the premium amount, we must pay 6 months�interest. The option
pro�t is computed as

Purchased put pro�t = max(strike price � spot price at expiration; 0) (2.5)

�future value of option premium

The following example illustrates the computation of pro�t on the put.

Example 10. Use the same option as in Example above and suppose that the risk-free rate is 2% over 6
months. Assume that the premium for this put is $74.20. The future value of the put premium is $74:20 �
1:02 = $75:68. If the ABC index price at expiration is $1100, the put buyer will not exercise the option.
Using equation (2.5), pro�t is

max($1000� $1100; 0)� $75:68 = �$75:68

re�ecting the loss of the future value of the premium. If the index is $900 at expiration, the put buyer
exercises the put, selling the index for $1000. Pro�t is then

max($1000� $900; 0)� $75:68 = $24:32

Pro�t after 6 months from a purchased $1000�strike ABC put option with a future value of premium of
$75.68.
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Pro�t on a purchased ABC index put with a strike price of $1000 versus a short ABC index forward.

2.6.3 Payo¤ and Pro�t for a Written Put Option

Now we examine the put from the perspective of the put writer. The put writer is the counterparty to the
buyer. Thus, when the contract is written, the put writer receives the premium. At expiration, if the put
buyer elects to sell the underlying asset, the put writer must buy it.

The payo¤ and pro�t for a written put are the opposite of those for the purchased put:

Written put payo¤= �max(strike price � spot price at expiration; 0) (2.6)

Written put pro�t = �max(strike price � spot price at expiration; 0)

+future value of option premium (2.7)

The put seller has a short position in the put.
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Written ABC index put option with a strike of $1000 versus a long ABC index forward contract.

2.6.4 The �Moneyness�of an Option

Options are often described by their degree of moneyness. This term describes whether the option payo¤
would be positive if the option were exercised immediately. (The term is used to describe both American
and European options even though European options cannot be exercised until expiration.)
An in-the-money option is one which would have a positive payo¤ (but not necessarily positive pro�t)

if exercised immediately.
A call with a strike price less than the asset price and a put with a strike price greater than the asset

price are both in-the-money.
An out-of-the-money option is one that would have a negative payo¤ if exercised immediately.
A call with a strike price greater than the asset price and a put with a strike price less than the asset

price are both out-of-the-money.
An at-the-money option is one for which the strike price is approximately equal to the asset price.
Let S0 be the price of the underlying asset at time 0 and K the strike price of an option.
The purchased call option is in�the�money if S0 > K.
The purchased call option is out�the�money if S0 < K.
The purchased call option is at�the�money if S0 = K.
Example: Option Quotes for Amazon.com Stock
It is the afternoon of July 8, 2009, and you have decided to purchase 10 August call contracts on
Amazon stock with an exercise price of $80. Because you are buying, you must pay the ask price.
How much money will this purchase cost you? Is this option in-the-money or out-of-the-money?
Solution
From the table above, the ask price of this option is $4.00. You are purchasing 10 contracts and each

contract is on 100 shares, so the transaction will cost 4:00�10�100 = $4; 000 (ignoring any brokerage fees).
Because this is a call option and the exercise price is above the current stock price ($77.03), the option is
currently out-of-the-money.
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Concept check

1. What is the di¤erence between an American option and a European option?

2. Does the holder of an option have to exercise it?

3. Why does an investor who writes (shorts) an option have an obligation?

2.6.5 Positions Long with Respect to the Index

The following positions are long in the sense that there are circumstances in which they represent either a
right or an obligation to buy the underlying asset:
Long forward: An obligation to buy at a �xed price.
Purchased call: The right to buy at a �xed price if it is advantageous to do so.
Written put: An obligation of the put writer to buy the underlying asset at a �xed price if it is

advantageous to the option buyer to sell at that price.
(Recall that the option buyer decides whether or not to exercise.)
Maximum possible pro�t and loss at maturity for long and short forwards and purchased and written

calls and puts. FV(premium) denotes the future value of the option premium.

Position Maximum Loss Maximum Gain
Long forward -Forward price Unlimited
Short forward Unlimited Forward price
Long call -FV(premium) Unlimited
Short call Unlimited FV(premium)
Long put -FV(premium) Strike price-FV(premium)
Short put FV(premium)-Strike price FV(premium)

Remark 11. The terms �long�and �short�can be confusing, however, because they are often used more
generally. In this more general usage, a position is long with respect to x if the value of the position goes up
when x goes up, and it is short with respect to x if the value of the position goes down when x goes up.
A purchased call is therefore long with respect to the stock, because the call becomes more valuable when the
stock price goes up. Similarly, a purchased put is short with respect to the stock, because the put becomes
more valuable when the stock price goes down. The case of a purchased put illustrates that a position can be
simultaneously long with respect to one thing (its own price) and short with respect to something else (the
price of the underlying asset). Finally, a written put is a �short put�because you lose money if the put price
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goes up. However, the written put is long with respect to the stock, because the put price goes down, and
hence the written put makes money, when the stock price goes up. You may �nd that it takes a while to
become comfortable with the long and short terminology. A position can be simultaneously long with respect
to one thing and short with respect to something else, so you must always be clear about what you are long
or short with respect to.

Pro�t diagrams for the three basic long positions: long forward, purchased call, and written put.

2.6.6 Positions Short with Respect to the Index

The following positions are short in the sense that there are circumstances in which they represent either a
right or an obligation to sell the underlying asset:

1. Short forward: An obligation to sell at a �xed price.

2. Written call: An obligation of the call writer to sell the underlying asset at a �xed price if it is
advantageous to the option holder to buy at that price (recall that the option buyer decides whether
to exercise).

3. Purchased put: The right to sell at a �xed price if it is advantageous to do so.

4. Written put: An obligation of the put writer to buy the underlying asset at a �xed price if it is
advantageous to the option holder to sell at that price.

Pro�t diagrams for the three basic short positions: short forward, written call, and purchased put.
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2.6.7 Option terms

Put: the right to sell at a certain price in the future
Call: the right to buy at a certain price in the future
Long: to purchase the option
Short: to sell or write the option
Bullish: feel the value will increase
Bearish: feel the value will decrease
Long a call. Invistor buys the right (a contract) to buy an asset at a cretin price. They feel that the

price in the future will exceed the strike price. This is a bullish position.
Short a Call. Invistor sells the right (a contract) to someone that allows them to buy a asset at a

certain price. The writer feels that the asset will devalue over the time period of the contract. This person
is bearish on that asset.
Long a Put. Buy the right to sell an asset at a pre-determined price. You feel that the asset will devalue

over the time of the contract. Therefore you can sell the asset at a higher price than is the current market
value. This is a bearish position.
Short a Put. Sell the right to someone else. This will allow them to sell the asset at a speci�c price.

They feel the price will go down and you do not. This is a bullish position.



Chapter 3

Hedging and investment strategies

In this chapter we continue to examine the link between forward prices and option prices, including the
important concept of call�put parity.
We shall discuss some common option strategies, such as spreads, straddles, and collars. Among goals

in this chapter you will be to become familiar with drawing and interpreting pro�t and loss diagrams for
di¤erent option positions.

3.1 Insurance, collars, and other strategies

3.1.1 Options are insurance

In many investment strategies using options, we will see that options serve as insurance against a loss. In
what sense are options the same as insurance? In this subsection we answer this question by considering
homeowner�s insurance. You will see that options are literally insurance, and insurance is an option.

A homeowner�s insurance policy promises that in the event of damage to your house, the insurance
company will compensate you for at least part of the damage. The greater the damage, the more the
insurance company will pay. Your insurance policy thus derives its value from the value of your house: It is
a derivative.

Homeowner�s insurance is a put option Suppose that you own a house that costs $200,000 to build.
We assume that physical damage is the only thing that can a¤ect the market value of the house.

Let us say you buy a $15,000 insurance policy to compensate you for damage to the house. Like most
policies, this has a deductible, meaning that there is an amount of damage for which you are obligated to
pay before the insurance company pays anything. Suppose the deductible is $25,000.

� If the house su¤ers $4,000 damage from a storm, you pay for all repairs yourself.

� If the house su¤ers $45,000 in damage from a storm, you pay $25,000 and the insurance company
pays the remaining $20,000. Once damage occurs beyond the amount of the deductible, the insurance
company pays for all further damage, up to $175,000.

(Why $175,000? Because the house can be rebuilt for $200,000, and you pay $25,000 of
that the�deductible �yourself.)
Pro�t from insurance policy on a $200,000 house.

23
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Insurance companies are in the business of writing put options!
The $15,000 insurance premium is like the premium of a put, and the $175,000 level at which insurance

begins to make payments is like the strike price on a put.

Call options are also insurance Call options can also be insurance. Whereas a put option is insurance
for an asset we already own, a call option is insurance for an asset we plan to own in the future. Put
di¤erently, a put option is insurance for a long position while a call option is insurance for a short position.
Suppose that the current price of the ABC index is $1000 and that we plan to buy the index in the

future.
If we buy an ABC call option with a strike price of $1000, this gives us the right to buy ABC for a

maximum cost of $1000 per share. By buying a call, we have bought insurance against an increase in the
price.
There are many ways to combine options to create di¤erent payo¤s. In this section we examine two

important kinds of strategies in which the option is combined with a position in the underlying asset:

1. options can be used to insure long or short asset positions.

2. options can be written against an asset position, in which case the option writer is selling insurance.

In what follow we shall use the noation

x+ = max(x; 0) =

�
x if x > 0
0 if x � 0:

We consider four positions:

1. being long the asset coupled with a written call.
The payo¤ of the combined two positions at expirationT is

ST � (ST �K)+ =
�
K if ST > K
ST if ST � K:

= min(K;ST )

2. being short the asset coupled with a purchased call.
The payo¤ of the combined two positions at expirationT is

�ST + (ST �K)+ =
�
�K if ST > K
�ST if ST � K:

= �min(K;ST )
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3. being long the asset coupled with a purchased put.
The payo¤ of the combined two positions at expirationT is

ST + (K � ST )+ =
�
K if K > ST
ST if K � ST :

= max(K;ST )

4. being short the asset coupled with a written put.
The payo¤ of the combined two positions at expirationT is

�ST � (K � ST )+ =
�
�K if K > ST
�ST if K � ST :

= �max(K;ST )

We assumed an ABC index price of $1000, a 2% e¤ective 6�month interest rate, and premiums of $93.809
for the 1000�strike 6-month call and $74.201 for the 1000�strike 6�month put.

3.1.2 Insuring a long position: Floors

We have seen that put options are insurance against a fall in the price of an asset. Thus, if we own the ABC
index, we can insure the position by buying an ABC put option. The purchase of a put option is also called
a �oor, because we are guaranteeing a minimum sale price for the value of the index.
To examine this strategy, we want to look at the combined payo¤ of the index position and put. Now we

add them together to see the net e¤ect of holding both positions at the same time.
Payo¤ and pro�t at expiration from purchasing the ABC index and a 1000�strike put option.
The payo¤ of the global position is the sum of the �rst two columns. Cost plus interest for the position

is
($1000 + $74:201)� 1:02 = $1095:68:

Pro�t is payo¤ less $1095.68.

This table summarizes the result of buying a 1000�strike put with 6 months to expiration, in conjunction
with holding an index position with a current value of $1000. The table computes the payo¤ for each position
and sums them to obtain the total payo¤. The �nal column takes account of �nancing cost by subtracting
cost plus interest from the payo¤ to obtain pro�t. �Cost�here means the initial cash required to establish
the position. This is positive when payment is required, and negative when cash is received.
We could also have computed pro�t separately for the put and index. For example, if the index is $900

at expiration, we have
Pro�t on ABC Index Pro�t on Putz }| {
$900� ($1000� 1:02) +

z }| {
$100� ($74:201� 1:02)

= �$95:68
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Panel (a) shows the payo¤ diagram for a long position in the index (column 1 in the above table).

Panel (b) shows the payo¤ diagram for a purchased index put with a strike price of $1000 (column 2 in
the table above).

Panel (c) shows the combined payo¤ diagram for the index and put (column 3 in the table above).

Panel (d) shows the combined pro�t diagram for the index and put, obtained by subtracting $1095.68
from the payo¤ diagram in panel (c) (column 5 in the above table).

An insured house has a pro�t diagram that looks like a call option.

Payo¤ to owning a house and owning insurance. We assume a $25,000 deductible and a $200,000 house,
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with the policy costing $15,000.

3.1.3 Insuring a short position: Caps

If we have a short position in the ABC index, we experience a loss when the index rises.

We can insure a short position by purchasing a call option to protect against a higher price of repurchasing
the index. Buying a call option is also called a cap.

The following table shows the payo¤ and pro�t at expiration from short�selling the ABC index and
buying a 1000�strike call option at a premium of $93.809. The payo¤ is the sum of the �rst two columns.
Cost plus interest for the position is

(�$1000 + $93:809)� 1:02 = �$924:32:

Pro�t is payo¤ plus $924.32.
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Panel (a) shows the payo¤ diagram for a short position
in the index (column 1 in the table above).
Panel (b) shows the payo¤ diagram for a purchased index call with a strike price of $1000 (column 2 in

the above table).

Panel (c) shows the combined payo¤ diagram for the short index and long call (column 3 in the table above.
Panel (d) shows the combined pro�t diagram for the short index and long call, obtained by adding $924.32

to the payo¤ diagram in panel (c) (column 5 in the table above).

Selling Insurance

We can expect that some investors want to purchase insurance. However, for every insurance buyer there
must be an insurance seller. In this paragraph we examine strategies in which investors sell insurance.
It is possible, of course, for an investor to simply sell calls and puts. Often, however, investors also have a

position in the asset when they sell insurance. Writing an option when there is a corresponding long position
in the underlying asset is called covered writing, option overwriting, or selling a covered call. All three
terms mean essentially the same thing. In contrast, naked writing occurs when the writer of an option
does not have a position in the asset.
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In addition to the covered writing strategies we will discuss here, there are other insurance�selling strate-
gies, such as delta-hedging, which are less risky than naked writing and are used in practice by market-makers.

Covered Call Writing. If we own the ABC index and simultaneously sell a call option, we have written
a covered call. A covered call will have limited pro�tability if the index increases, because an option writer
is obligated to sell the index for the strike price. Should the index decrease, the loss on the index is o¤set
by the premium earned from selling the call. A payo¤ with limited pro�t for price increases and potentially
large losses for price decreases sounds like a written put.

The covered call looks exactly like a written put, and the maximum pro�t will be the same as with a
written put. Suppose the index is $1100 at expiration. The pro�t is

Pro�t on ABC Index Pro�t on written callz }| {
$1100� ($1000� 1:02) +

z }| {
($93:809� 1:02)� $100

= $75:68

which is the future value of the premium received from writing a 1000�strike put.

Why would anyone write a covered call? Suppose you have the view that the index is unlikely to move
either up or down. (This is sometimes called a �neutral�market view.)

If in fact the index does not move and you have written a call, then you keep the premium.

If you are wrong and the stock appreciates, you forgo gains you would have had if you did not write the
call.

Covered Puts. A covered put is achieved by writing a put against a short position on the index. The
written put obligates you to buy the index�for a loss�if it goes down in price. Thus, for index prices below
the strike price, the loss on the written put o¤sets the short stock. For index prices above the strike price,
you lose on the short stock.

Payo¤ and pro�t at expiration from purchasing the ABC index and selling a 1000�strike call option. The
payo¤ column is the sum of the �rst two columns. Cost plus interest for the position is

($1000� $93:809)� 1:02 = $924:32:

Pro�t is payo¤ less $924.32.
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Payo¤ and pro�t diagrams for writing a covered ABC call.

Panel (a) is the payo¤ to a long ABC position.

Panel (b) is the payo¤ to a short ABC call with strike price of 1000.

Panel (c) is the combined payo¤ for the ABC index and written call.

Panel (d) is the combined pro�t, obtained by subtracting

($1000� $93:809)� 1:02 = $924:32

from the payo¤ in panel (c).
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Payo¤ and pro�t diagrams for writing a covered ABC put.

Panel (a) is the payo¤ to a short ABC position.

Panel (b) is the payo¤ to a short ABC put with a strike price of $1000.

Panel (c) is the combined payo¤ for the short ABC index and written put.

Panel (d) is the combined pro�t, obtained by adding

($1000 + $74:201)� 1:02 = $1095:68

to the payo¤ in panel (c).

A position where you have a constant payo¤ below the strike and increasing losses above the strike sounds
like a written call. In fact, shorting the index and writing a put produces a pro�t diagram that is exactly the
same as for a written call.

Purchase of a 1000-strike ABC call, sale of a 1000-strike ABC put, and the combined position. The
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combined position resembles the pro�t on a long forward contract.

3.1.4 Call�Put parity

We now discuss call�put parity, which is one of the most important relationships in the theory of options.
The parity equation tells us the di¤erence in the premiums of puts and calls, when the two options have
the same strike price and time to expiration. In this section we will �rst discuss the use of options to create
synthetic forward contracts.We then develop the call�put parity equation.

Synthetic Forwards

It is possible to mimic a long forward position on an asset by buying a call and selling a put, with each option
having the same strike price and time to expiration. For example, we could buy the 6-month 1000-strike
ABC call for $93.81 and sell the 6-month 1000-strike ABC put for $74.20. This position resembles a long
forward contract: In 6 months we will pay $1000 to buy the index. An important di¤erence between the
forward and the option position is that the forward contract has no premium, but the options have a net
cost of $93:81� $74:20 = $19:61.
To better understand this position, suppose that the index in 6 months is at 900. We will not exercise the

call, but we have written a put. The put buyer will exercise the right to sell the index for $1000; therefore
we are obligated to buy the index at $1000. If instead the index is at $1100, the put is not exercised, but we
exercise the call, buying the index for $1000. Thus, whether the index rises or falls, when the options expire
we buy the index for the strike price of the options, $1000.
The purchased call, written put, and combined positions are shown in Figure 3.6. The purchase of a call

and sale of a put creates a synthetic long forward contract, which has two minor di¤erences from the actual
forward:

1. The forward contract has a zero premium, while the synthetic forward requires that we pay the net
option premium.

2. With the forward contract we pay the forward price, while with the synthetic forward we pay the strike
price.

If you think about it, these two considerations must be related. If we set the strike price low, we are
obligated to buy the index at a discount relative to the forward price. Buying at a lower price than the
forward price is a bene�t. In order to obtain this bene�t we have to pay the positive net option premium,
which stems from the call being more expensive than the put. In fact, in Figure 3.6, the implicit cost of the
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synthetic forward�the price at which the pro�t on the combined call�put position is zero�is $1020, which is
the ABC forward price.
Similarly, if we set the strike price high, we are obligated to buy the index at a high price relative to the

forward price. To o¤set the extra cost of acquiring the index using the high strike options, it makes sense
that we would receive payment initially. This would occur if the put that we sell is more expensive than the
call we buy.
Finally, if we set the strike price equal to the forward price, then to mimic the forward the initial premium

must equal zero. In this case, put and call premiums must be equal.

The Call�Put Parity Equation We can summarize this argument by saying that the net cost of buying
the index at a future date using options must equal the net cost of buying the index using a forward contract.
If at time 0 we enter into a long forward position expiring at time T , we obligate ourselves to buy the index
at the forward price, F0;T . The present value of buying the index in the future is just the present value of
the forward price, PV (F0;T ).
If instead we buy a call and sell a put today to guarantee the purchase price for the index in the

future, the present value of the cost is the net option premium for buying the call and selling the put,
Call(K;T ) � Put(K;T ), plus the present value of the strike price, PV (K). (The notations �Call(K;T )�
and �Put(K;T )�denote the premiums of options with strike price K and with T periods until expiration.)
Equating the costs of the alternative ways to buy the index at time t gives us

PV (F0;T ) = [Call(K;T )� Put(K;T )] + PV (K)
We can rewrite this as

Call(K;T )� Put(K;T ) = PV (F0;T �K) (3.1)

In words, the present value of the bargain element from buying the index at the strike price [the right�
hand side of equation (3.1)] must equal the initial net option premium [the left hand side of equation (3.1)].
Equation (3.1) is known as call�put parity.

Example 12. As an example of equation (3.1), consider buying the 6�month 1000�strike ABC call for a
premium of $93.809 and selling the 6�month 1000�strike put for a premium of $74.201. These transactions
create a synthetic forward permitting us to buy the index in 6 months for $1000. Because the actual forward
price is $1020, this synthetic forward permits us to buy the index at a bargain of $20, the present value of
which is $20=1:02 = $19:61. The di¤erence in option premiums is also

$19:61($93:809� $74:201 = $19:61):
This result is exactly what we get with equation (3.1):

$93:809� $74:201 = PV ($1020� $1000)
A forward contract for which the premium is not zero is sometimes called an o¤market forward. This
terminology arises since a true forward by de�nition has a zero premium. Therefore, a forward contract with
a nonzero premium must have a forward price that is �o¤ the market (forward) price.� Unless the strike
price equals the forward price, buying a call and selling a put creates an o¤-market forward.

Equivalence of Di¤erent Positions. We have seen earlier that buying the index and buying a put
generates the same pro�t as buying a call. Similarly, selling a covered call (buying the index and selling a
call) generates the same pro�t as selling a put. Equation (3.1) explains why this happens.
Consider buying the index and buying a put. Recall that, in this example, we have the forward price

equal to $1020 and the index price equal to $1000.
Thus, the present value of the forward price equals the index price. Rewriting equation (3.1) gives

PV (F0;T ) + Put(K;T ) = Call(K;T ) + PV (K)

$1000 + $74:201 = $93:809 + $980:39

Similarly, in the case of writing a covered call, we have

PV (F0;T )� Call(K;T ) = PV (K)� Put(K;T )
That is, writing a covered call has the same pro�t as lending PV (K) and selling a put. Equation (3.1)
provides a tool for constructing equivalent positions.
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3.1.5 Spreads and collars

There are many well-known, commonly used strategies that combine two or more options.
In this subsection we discuss some of these strategies and explain the motivation for using them. The

underlying theme in this section is that there are always trade-o¤s in designing a position: It is always
possible to lower the cost of a position by reducing its payo¤. Thus there are many variations on each
particular strategy.

Bull and Bear Spreads

An option spread is a position consisting of only calls or only puts, in which some options are purchased and
some written. Spreads are a common strategy. In this paragraph we de�ne some typical spread strategies
and explain why you might use a spread.
Suppose you believe a stock will appreciate. Let us compare two ways to speculate on this belief: entering

into a long forward contract or buying a call option with the strike price equal to the forward price. The
forward contract has a zero premium and the call has a positive premium. A di¤erence in payo¤s explains
the di¤erence in premiums. If the stock price at expiration is greater than the forward price, the forward
contract and call have the same payo¤. If the stock price is less than the forward price, however, the forward
contract has a loss and the call is worth zero. call�put parity tells us that the call is equivalent to the forward
contract plus a put option. Thus, the call premium equals the cost of the put, which is insurance against
the stock price being less than the forward price.
A position in which you buy a call and sell an otherwise identical call with a higher strike price is an

example of a bull spread.
Bull spreads can also be constructed using puts. Perhaps surprisingly, you can achieve the same result

either by buying a low�strike call and selling a high�strike call, or by buying a low�strike put and selling a
high�strike put.


